
New Alzheimer's Clinical Studies Now
Available in Houston, TX

Groundbreaking Clinical Studies in

Houston Seek Participants to Explore

Advanced Alzheimer's Treatments Aiming

to Improve Patients' Quality of Life

HOUSTON, TEXAS, UNITED STATES,

April 24, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Clinical Trial Network, a leader in

medical research studies, is proud to

announce the launch of new clinical

studies focused on Alzheimer's

Disease, taking place in Houston,

Texas. These studies aim to uncover

advancements in treatments that can

significantly improve the quality of life

for those living with Alzheimer's, a

disease that affects millions of

Americans and their families.

With over 5 million Americans currently

living with Alzheimer's Disease—a number projected to nearly triple by 2050—the need for

comprehensive research and development of effective treatments has never been more critical.

Alzheimer's, the most common cause of dementia, severely impacts memory, thinking, and

behavior, progressing to a point where it interferes with daily tasks and functions.

We are at a pivotal moment

in Alzheimer's research.”

Dr. Emily Roberts

Clinical Trial Network is dedicated to pushing the

boundaries of medical research by exploring new

treatment avenues that promise better outcomes for

Alzheimer's patients. The studies will focus on

understanding how Alzheimer's affects the brain and

identifying potential treatments that could delay the disease's onset, slow its progression, or

possibly prevent it altogether.

"We are at a pivotal moment in Alzheimer's research," said Dr. Emily Roberts, Lead Researcher at

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.ctntexas.com/


Clinical Trial Network. "With the initiation of these new studies, we have the opportunity to make

significant strides in understanding and treating this devastating disease. We are calling on the

Houston community to join us in this important endeavor. Together, we can make a difference in

the lives of those affected by Alzheimer's."

Participant Recruitment for Alzheimer's Studies

Clinical Trial Network is seeking participants who have been diagnosed with Alzheimer's Disease

or are experiencing symptoms of memory loss. Eligible participants will have access to cutting-

edge treatments and will be closely monitored by a team of healthcare professionals specializing

in Alzheimer's research.

Participation in the studies not only provides individuals with potential access to new therapies

but also contributes to the broader understanding of Alzheimer's, paving the way for future

breakthroughs.

Contact

Alejandra Meza

Patient Enrollment Specialist

832-501-9411

About Clinical Trial Network

Clinical Trial Network is a renowned research institution that conducts a wide range of clinical

studies aimed at discovering new treatments and therapies for various medical conditions. With

a dedicated team of experts and state-of-the-art facilities, Clinical Trial Network is committed to

advancing medical science and improving patient care.

For more information about the Alzheimer's / Memory Loss clinical studies or to find out how to

participate, please contact 832-501-9411 or visit

https://www.clinicalstudieshouston.com/alzheimers-memory-loss-study/.
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